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From August 27-29 the fifth annual Festival of the Bible was held at the   Assumptionist shrine
and spiritual center in Quebec City, Montmartre canadien.   The theme of this fifth festival,
&quot;L’écologie de la Bible à nos jours&quot; (&quot;Ecology   of the Bible to our days&quot;),
opened four major axes of reflection based on   Scriptural and Church teaching to provide a
better understanding of the   ecological crisis that calls for a spirituality of Creation. Whether in
plenary   conferences or workshops, the festival was an opportunity to discover much, both  
scientific and pastoral, about the theme. There were personal witnesses and   well-prepared
celebrations that nourished one's faith.
 

    

  Over 130 participants came from far and wide, from the city of Quebec and   its surroundings,
to be sure, but also from the entire province of Quebec and   beyond. To see the entire
program, go to www.lemontmartre.net/montfesti.htm .   
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      Several convictions were presented by an array of impressive and articulate   speakers,among others:       + Ecology is not an optional or secondary concern. We may not like the word  &quot;ecology&quot;; if not, we should think in terms of being accountable for God's   creation.     + It's incredibly enriching to hear perspectives on ecology that we don't   habitually encounter.Such was the case this week whether from the American   Indian, the Reformed Churches, orthe Orthodox Church.       + Human beings are not outside creation and have a specific role in it; we   bear aresponsibility for it that no other creature can. We are   the &quot;lieutenants&quot; of the Wordwho has preceded us, the &quot;priests of   Creation.&quot;              Fr. Benoît Bigard, A.A., oversaw the planning and implementation of the   festival and enjoyedthe generous collaboration of the Department of Theology   and Religious Sciences of LavalUniversity and other organizations. During the   closing liturgy presided by Bishop Blanchet,participants were invited to take   concrete steps &quot;to listen to the Artisan of Creation whodesires the happiness   of all his creatures.&quot;     
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